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INTRODUCTION: 

MICROPROGRAMMING THE PDP-II's 

J.F.O'Loughlin 

The recent.microprogramming of three PDP-II. machines provides a unique 

opportunity to review the effects of microprogramming on a fixed architecture 

machine. Three separate design groups were involved (PDP-II/OS, PDP'" II/40, 

and PDP-ll/4S) each with specific design goals. Central to each of these 

efforts was the absolute requirement for common (or subset) software, 

common peripheral~ and a background of common corporate resources and 

hardware. Comparisons are made to the original non-microprogrammed PDP-ll!20 

machine. 

A total hardware development and implementation viewpoint 1.S attempted. 

Microprogramming may reduce the size of a machine, alter its data paths or 

increase its speed; it can also alter the techniques of project documentation 

and development. The microprogramming impact is placed in perspective; it 

is a major element in the design of the new machines but it is not the only 

element. The continued development of denser integrated circuits is 

important; so also is the altering application of the machine which in turn 

affects design goal. The minicomputer is not theoretical; it is pragmatic 

both in application and design. This paper is so presented. The choices 

made for the PDP-II's may be right for them, but may have other meanings 

in another or future design. 

PDP-II ARCHITECTURE: 

The fixed architecture under consideration is that of the PDP-II; three 

salient features should be noted: the UNIBUSR; the Instruction Set with 

~-.lU.:' tiple address modes and registers ; and the System Stack for subroutines 

and interrupts. 

R Begistered Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 



'I'he UNIBUS' provides the interconnection between components of the 

computing machine in Figure 1. This interconnection with its attendant 

specifications provides both a physical ~nd logical discipline among _ 

components. Physically the UNIBUS provides signals consisting of: 

data; address; data control; bus ownership control; and power on-off 

::ontrol. The data transfers are asynchronous with interlocking control 

signals; four types of transfers can be initiated by a bus master device 

(DATA IN, DATA IN PAUSE, DATA OUT and BYTE DATA OUT). Note that bus 

rc-,astership is required for da ta transfer and can be provided for any 

element on the UNIBUS- ,not just the processor. The processor, however, 

does have a slightly greater than equal role on the UNIBUS , it contains 

the logic tha t . arbi tra tes the bus ownership. Two classes of non-processor 

ownership are provided: Non-Processor Request (Direct Memory Access) 

which occurs throughout proces~or operations; and Bus Request (usually 

effecting Interrupts) which occurs only at instruction completion and 

depends upon peripheral request priority versus program priority. 

The discipline of the UNIBUS- specification requires some logic cost 

within each system component; this cost, however, is well returned in the 

generality of the component interfaces. Specialized I/O instructions are 

not needed as I/O device registers (control and storage) occupy normal UNIBUS 

address space. Direct Memory Access transfers occur directly between the 

participating devices (disk and memory, for example) without processor inter

action. Subsets of UNIBUS control are allowed; some devices are only 

master (processor registers) or slave (memory); others devices only acquire 

bus control for INTERRUPT operations. This flexibility accommodates the need 

for minimum logic and cost in some peripherals and allows power and speed in 

others. The various new processor accommodates the UNIBUS; specifications in 

\~:_fterent ways - each meets the specification but implementation and speed may 

dif~er. 



The Instruction Set of the PDP-II machines is relatively strong and 

di'\lerse. Over 400 instructions exist with their major characteristics as 

follows: multiple address modes; mUltiple general purpose registers, double' 

and single operand instructions, byte or word operation, processor status 

word, and a predilection for stack operations. Figure 2 indicates the double and' 

. single operand instructions in reference to the address mode.s and general 

rez;isters.. Instructions can involve Register to Register, Register to Memory, 

Memory to Register, or Memory to Memory operations. Of special value is the 

inclusion of the Program Counter (PC) and the processor Stack Pointer (SP) 

wit',hin the General Registers; this allows relative and system stack ordered 

inftructions. Most instructions provide for word or byte operation with the 

processor monitoring byte operations and odd address utilization. Bus errors 

(odd address, stack limit or non-existent memory) result in specific trap 

rE:tponses. A portion of a Processor Status word provides for a number of 

Branch Instruction conditions by storing characteristics of the last instruc

tions data; the word also contains program priority to determine bus ownership 

upon peripheral bus request. 

A system stack accommodates both subroutine response and processor interrupt 

response; processor trap instructions also utilize this stack. The specific 

sequence of operation for the Jump ,to Subroutine, Return from Subroutine and 

,Interrupt response are noted in Figure 3. The Subroutine instructions use of 

the linkage register (RX) provides for arguments or addresses of arguments; the 

use the system stack (SP) allows nesting of subroutines and interrupts. The 

Interrupt response indicates the transfer of both the Program Counter (PC) and 

the Processor Status (PS) word to the system stack. The new PC and PS comes 

frorl the peripheral transmitted vector address and allows a change in program 

operation and the priority of program operation. 



, t1 GROPR(x;RAMMING: 

Microprogramming as a concept for machine implementation was noted inl951 

by Professor Wilkes. Initial implementations were upon the larger machines 

with a variety of control store devices. At Digital, the medium sized PDP,. 9 

machine used a magnetic E core implementation for its control store. Wide

$plead use of microprogramming in the minicomputer field came only after 

Large Scale Integrated (LSI) circuits provided Read OnlY,Memory (ROM) and the 

related Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM). These devices allow a direct, 

practical application of the economical advantages of LSI without the design 

time and cost requirements of custom LSI. Only the ROM pattern needs to be 

custom, the basic integrated circuit layout is standard and unifonn. These 

devices provided the starting point for microprogramming the PDP-II machines. 

Given the means for economical microprogramming, should PDP-Ills be done 

that way? The PDP-II machines are strong yet complex, with this complexity 

providing the threshold for consideration of a microprogramming design. The 

Instruction Register operation code is not specifically laid out for micro

programming, but genera Ii ties exist in the forma t for the add'ress modes. The 

asynchronous nature of the UNIBUS data and ownership transfers appears neither 

for nor against microprogramming; however, the separation and generalization 

of UNIBUS' elements with defined interfaces is very characteristic of the micro

programming design concept. The need for optional, incremental expansion lends 

itself to microprogramming. 



DEfTGN GOALS: 

The design goa Is for the machine provide a necessary reference for irrterpreta tion 

of the existing designs and the microprogram application to those designs.' Note 

tha t 'microprogramming is not· 'noted as a, goal, it is an unspecified technique. 

The PDP-ll/20 primary design goal was for a fault 'free implementation of'a 

lasting architecture. The implementation utilized off-the-shelf components., 

No major use was made of LSI or MSI components. 

The PDP-ll/40 is the follow-on machine for the PDP-ll/20. Its major goals 

are improved price (less than a PDP-ll/20) and perfonnance (Register to 

Register operations in less than a microsecond) with optional, incremental 

expansion. 

The PDP-ll/05 is a minimum logic implementation with the belief that such 

an implementation is low cost. Some original effort was directed at a single 

lLodule board design of a PDP-II subset or a non-PDP-ll machine. Software and 

peripheral costs, however, require a PDP-II machine and the present two board 

machine resulted with low cost, and consequentially low sp~ed, the criteria. 

The PDP-ll/45 is a state of the art machine specifically designed to provide 

raw computational power. Both MOS and Bipolar semiconductor memory are 

provided with a separate Floating Point Processor. Cost was not an originally 

specified item with multilayer logic boards and high speed Schottky logic 

always considered necessary. 

MICROPROGRAMMING DESIGN TOOLS: 

A major microprogramming design tool is the computer driven Read/Write Control 

Store of Figure 4. A bipolar scratch-pad type memory interfaces to the 

processor breadboard; the word width and depth is that of the control store 

for each machine. The processor breadboard provides the micro address and 

control for the read only interface to the breadboard. Input and change for 

the control store comes through the UNIBUS interface to the PDP-ll/20 system. 

'I'::-ds system is supported by Teletype, Paper tape and software. 
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'~"o types of software are provided: on-line debugging programs; and documenta

tion programs. The on-line debugging program allows examination and modification 

of the breadboard control store. Input commands and data are checked, paper . 

tape output is provided for generating Programming Read Only Memories (which 

then can be used as masters) and for generation of machine and Ie documentation. 

Machine documentation is. generated on a PDP-IO, System 40 machine. Programs 

allow:the conversion of the PDP-II papertape to a standard ROM (256 words X 

4 bits) format1 the generation to complete microflow for machine documentation~ 

and the ability to edit for engineering changes. 

A design tool enhanced by microprogramming was a simulator of the PDP-II/45 

separate Floating Point Processor. With the data path and control strongly 

characterized by the microprogram flaw diagrams, each register could be 

assigned a program memory location and each microtransferdirectly simulated. 

IMPLEMENTATIONS: 

PDP-II/20 - The block diagram of Figure 5 indicates the simple nature of 

this original PDP-II implementation •. The Adder has latch registers on each 

input with a separate output register for Bus Address storage. The Scratch 

Pad general registers receive their inputs from the Adder output and provides 

output to each Adder input. A figure eight data path exists between the 

UNIBUS ,the Adder, and the Scratch Pad. 

Control for the data path comes from combinational logic decoding shift 

registers containing machine states. Four types of state information are 

utilized: major machine state (Fetch, Execute, etc.); instruction states 

within the major machine states (ISRl, ISR2, etc.); bus control states within 

instruction states (BSRI, BSR2, etc); and the Instruction Register decode. 

Usunlly four to six gate levels exist between the shift registers and the 

control signal to the data path. 



E»DP-Il/40 - The block diagram of Figure 6 directly concerns itsel£with 

speed, generality and some economy. Register to Register transfers that 

. require the loading of both Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) inputs with Scratch 

Pad Memory information and UNIBUS' - data are accommodated by direct paths. 

The need for a UNIBUS - address to quickly initiate bus operation is 

accommodated by direct path to the Bus Address Register from the ALU output 

and the Scratch Pad Memory. The location of the Scratch Pad Memory between 

an outgoing data bus (DMUX) and an ingoing data bus (BUS D) allows the 

further addition of other memory or processing elements; this important 

generality.allows expansion. The data struction while more complicated than 

the PDP-Il!20 still is economically tuned to data interaction with core 

menory on the UNIBUS'",. 

Direct microcontrol is exerted upon the Data Path for the multiplexors 

and Scratch Pad Memory selection; a single logic gate level is required 

for clocking signals. Only a small portion of the microcontrol word is used 

indirectly through decoding, these fields relate to constant generation or 

alteration of Arithmetic Logic Unit response as a function of Instruction 

Register decode. The minimum loop time (140 nanoseconds) for microword 

control (address, microdata output, buffer loading) matches the time for 

the most cirtical data path transfer (Scratch Pad Memory to the B Register 

at the ALU input:)... Different microtiming cycles are also provided for 

arithmetic operation through the ALU (200 nanoseconds~ and for complete 

data cycles from the Scratch Pad Memory, through the ALU and back to the 

Scratch Pad Memory (300 nanoseconds). The microword is buffered so that 

next word look-up can occur during present word operation. The next micro

word base address is provided completely by the present microword; branching 

infornmtion inputs to the NOR gates prior to the microword buffer. This 

branching input location requires that branch conditions be specified by 

the microword, one microword before the branch. 
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PDP-II/OS - The block diagram of Figure 7 reflects economies in the number 

of data paths and "data registers. Operations performed directly in the PDP-II/40 

and PDP-II/45 often require two or more cycles. The Scratch Pad Memory 

must pass data through the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and output multiplexor 

to load the B Register on the ALU inputs. Byte operations for data justification 

require several rotate operations instead of a single swap operation. The 

uTIIBUS interface is similar to that of the PDP-II/20. A separate Bus Address 

Register is provided, but data outputs require the holding of data through 

~Je ALU and its input registers. The emphasis is on economy with time being 

the maj or sacri-fice. 

The microcontrol of the PDP-II/05 continues these economies. The micro

wo:~d is used directly from the Read OnlyMemory~ no buffer register is 

provided for the data protion of the microword. The microword access time 

is accommodated with the data operation time in the total microcycle time 

(300 microseconds). Fewer data path elements result in fewer microcontrol 

bits. 

PDP-II/45 - The block diagram of Figure 8 is complex with multiple inter

cc~nections and mUltiple registers for speed. Two copies of the Scratch Pad 

Me~Jry allow direct and simultaneous input to the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

for register to register, double operand instructions. Other duplicate registers 

are also provided for the Instruction Register, the Program Counter and the 

data registers, B Register and B Register A on the ALU input. 

}:ultiplexors allow the direct transfer of data usually requiring multiple 

data cycles in other machines; hardware is exchanged for time. Some of the 

multiplexors receive and transfer data to the semiconductor memory bus with 

most of the data path optimized to the cycle time of these high speed memories. 

~he extra logic elements in the data paths would require excessive time 

were it not for the use of Schottky integrated circuits. These high speed 

gates reduce throughput delay time, but require the use of multilayer circuit 



oc.rd with internal ground planes, restricted signal length, and terminators 

on some signal lines. 

The microcontrol section of the PDP-ll/45 processor utilizes a buffer 

register on the Read Only Memory (ROM) for speed. The microbranching net-

work alters the base microaddress before the buffer register; because of multiple 

timing states the branch is called within the word preceding the branch. ~The 

CONTROL BUFFER and' the ADRS BUFFER are clocked at different times within a 

single microword timing state. 

SUMMARY CHARTS are provided for the details of implementation and the 

effects of microprogramming on the various machine designs: 

PROCESSOR STATE COMPLEXITY - (Figure 9) indicates the number of 

control states and data storage required within each processor. 

PROCESSOR IC COMPLEXITY - (Figure 10) indicates the number and 

types of Integrated Circuit (IC) packages used in the processor. 

The availability of Medium Scale Integration (MSI) devices puts 

into perspective the contribution of the microprogramming control 

of the Large Scale Integration (LSI) devices. 

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS - (Figure 11) compares the use of the 

control store in each of the processors. 

EXPlli""IDABILITY: 

All the processors can be expanded along the UNIBUS with peripherals and 

through UNIBUS switches with other processors. The PDP-ll/45 within its 

own backplane provides a separate microprogrammed Floating Point Processor 

in addition to the Semiconductor Memory Bus. Only the PDP-ll/40 processor 

provides for expansion of the microprogram directly in terms of words and 

\.Jidth. Figure 12 notes the expansion of the microstore for an Expansion Instruction 

Set~ and-for a Floating Point Instruction Set. The microwGrd length is also extended 

inoeach cas£ to provide control for the extended data path logic. This logic is 
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and 
J'_'lcej across the DMUX outgoing busAthe BUS D in going bus noted in the Block 

Diagram of Figure 7; the microcontrol store is expanded by module interconnecting 

cables on the wired-or ROM outputs. Within this expansion, themicrocontrol 

bits for basic machine control which are unnecessary to the option, ~e ommitted. 

SUM.::1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 

Very real advantages existed for each machine in the design phase. The 

precise order of the microcontrol provides fora direct, specified interface 

to the data path. Machine operation can be almost completely defined by the 

flow diagram and data paths. Some initial data path and micro1ength changes 

occur early in the design, but by the time the machine is breadboarded, the 

changes usually concern the microword. Microwords are added, control bits 

within the words are changed; the 'debug of the machines reflected this chang~s 

ane the ease of making them. 

Product hardware also benefitted from microprogramming. Each machine 

d:'rect1y used microcontrol to meets its design goals. The PDP-ll/05 consists 

of two module boards only because of the LSI influence of the ROM's used for 

microcontrol and decoding. The major advantage of the PDP-l1/40 consists of 

speed with direct control of the data path reducing machine cycle time. The 

rt.ajority of credit for fewer IC's in the PDP-II/40, however, must go to the 

seneral use of MSI and LSI integrated circuits independent of microcontrol. 

Completely unique and dependent upon microprogramming is the PDP-II/40 

expansion possible for the Expansion Instruction, Set and the Floating Instruction 

Set. No other technique, except microprogramming, would allow these simple 

single module expansions. The PDP-ll/45 used microcontro1 for speed and some 

economy in control logic in addition to a segmentation of design. On any large 

rr~chine, the ability to define segments of design, so as to apply more people 

effectively is important. 
) 

The only concern for microprogranuning comes from production considerations. 
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Prtvjul..tion benefits derive from the lower module counts and the ability to 

re:~)lace modules in thePDP-ll/05 and PDP-ll/40 machines in production and in 

the field. Greater effort is then exerted at the module test and repair level 

(a lower level of production) rather than at the machine test level. The 

order of the microcode and of the machine also allows some simplification in 

.:raining. 

The only reservation on microprogramming comes from a production aspect of 

the initial reason for microprogramming. The advantages of standardized Large 

Scale Integration (i.e. noncustomized) exist mostly at the design and engineering 

prc,totype level where the application of a pattern to a Programmable Read Only 

Melliory in an engineering atmosphere is immediate,and faster than changing logic 

and its associated etch boards. In the Production environment, however, the 

~icropattern in a ROM from a vendor is a custom design. No other customer 

\.:;an use the design, delivery hecomes a matter of Ie yield with the vendor 

reluctant to have an inventory of your design. Careful long range purchasing 

is necessary to insure that all ROM patterns are present at module build. 

Some slippage can be accommodated by the ~se of Programmable Read Only Memory 

b".lt only at a cost in time and money. Given this production-vendor relation

ship, one of the often mentioned advantages of microcode dissipates: Engineering 

cha~geswill not be made against microcode, except as a last resort. 
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!N5\R\)(\to~ .\J\\)( ,s~~';. CD'R.E. \J\t:.\\\OR'<. ....,' .. ~ 

* ~O\jR ~IC\<Qt'~OGRA\V\ Bt1$ \~~\)~ 'OO\)8Lt. DSUAGE.' 

t S~C.l~'- CXCU:S i=OR S~1~i oN S{I'E O?~~\!.ot-J.s(I57N6J' 
AND FOR coNDIT1~CN CCDE AL\=~~R~\ION (~30) " r 



Pr(;URE l~~ PDPt\/ttD MIC.R6WORD EXPANSION 

kEII-E : fXPANSI6N INSTRUCTION SET 
(MULTIPLY., DIVIDE) A'i{IT\-\ N\E TIC S\-\I'rT$) 

1 \'4 MICRO
WORDS 

I f<-E J 1- £ \. BASIC ?~OCESSOR.I 
U8¢ US7 U5(.o . l)~<tt.· 

Ele8!TS 

Z4 BITS tCONTROLS-NfCESS~ 
..........-__ ~ bATA ?A,\1S IN BAt.5IC 

MA.C\-\II'-\E (\¢ SITS NOT bStb) 
- :".,:'." 

.. GONTROlS DATA ?ATHS ADDED T6 ·'f8 
8~5Ic.. M~Gt\1:KJ E. ~OR kE' \ -E OPTION ,.,:". 

KE\\~E~ FLOATING INSTRuCTIDN SET ..... . 

(FLOATrNG ~ ADD, SUBTRAG)v1DLT11>L't;'r.u.-svJZt) 

...... ···Il<E\I-FI \<t?KE\\"E. ·····?I . BASIC ·~ROC~SSORI ". 
,>' \J88. \j8tUB¢' lJS7 \.)5(.0 . . '.. ....\JUl -'. 

U t"\ . ~v .... '. .'. . . . .' ... 1 " 0. .... ~. ~'.l .. lJ'.: .. ·.C .. ·.· ..•. ·~ .... • 'C. ......... ...... ......... ..................... .. .,,' . ...... ..... · .. '. 8<b B .. I.··.T.. S., ..................•.•...•• '.' ............... ~...... '. - •........• " .. ' ........... '.: .. ' .'.;." :' ......•.. ' .. ' ..•.... 

.. 'NO'A.DS£XTRA MICRO'WORDS OF ~EII-E6pr[6i 
.... •.. ... ". 8 &rJ I ~ONTROLlING~~ 'I)ATA ~ ·t:OR:.t<EU .. r: I ., 

. .... . [CoNTROLS DATA ?A Tl\S AlDED T=CR K~l\ ... t' OPTr~/ 


